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Subject: Red Lion Graphite Series – High Definition HMI
I am Peter Jackson of NSI Neal Systems, Inc. (www.nealsystems.com), writing to you on a fantastic new high
definition HMI – the Red Lion Graphite series. Below are a few examples of some project screens we have
developed that might interest you. These examples are a complete “soup to nuts” example of how you might
want to present these solutions to your customer.
In the example below, you can quickly see the Red Lion Graphite’s powerful, high resolution graphics, giving
you high-pixel richness in screen design, color range, and text clarity. These examples are a design concept for
a customer’s wireless radio communications project using the Elpro 915U-2 I/O series. We designed them to
assist the start-up or troubleshooting of a typical wireless project, where the on-site guy needs to understand
what might not be working correctly with wiring, noise, and transmission strength or IP addresses, all within a
visualization of the entire project.

Customer Site #1

Customer Site #2

Radio Status Screen.

Now look at the screen image below, which is a snapshot of a live screen showing the actual information being
mined and presented on this Red Lion Graphic HMI. Note the outstanding clarity, even down to the number of
bars on the radio signal just like you see on your cellular phone. (live signal strength circled in red.)

Customer Site #1

Customer Site #2

Live Snapshot of the Radio Status Screen
(Live Signal Strength Circled in Red)
(continue on next page ↓)

Now, if the last two images were not enough for you, we have a “Help Page” shown below.

Your contact information here –
ABC Company
123 Graphite Way, Smalltown, USA

Help Page
(continue on next page ↓)

We have not finished yet. The image below is the Autocad ™ drawing of your entire project. No hard copy
drawings to lose. No shelf space used up to store documentation binders.

Project Schematic
(continue on next page ↓)

We have even included a picture of the terminal connections – AS SEEN ON THE GRAPHITE.

Graphite Terminal Connections
DO NOT FORGET – All these inputs can be directly connected to your Red Lion Graphite HMI thanks to the
innovative design of direct “plug-in” modules and Ethernet/serial signals.
Now go and pick up the telephone or compose an e-mail to me, Peter Jackson, on how we can make your
projects a whole lot easier!
Peter Jackson
Tel: 215-968-7577
Email: pjackson@nealsystems.com
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